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Field-Induced Spin Mixing in Ultrathin Superconducting Al and Be Films
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We report spin-dependent electron density of states (DOS) studies of ultrathin superconducting Al
and Be films in high parallel magnetic fields. Superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS) tunneling
spectra are presented in which both the film and the counterelectrode are in the paramagnetic limit.
This SIS configuration is exquisitely sensitive to spin mixing and/or spin flip processes which are
manifest as DOS singularities at eV � 2�0 � eVz. Both our Al and Be data show a well defined subgap
peak whose magnitude grows dramatically as the parallel critical field is approached. Though this
feature has previously been attributed to spin-orbit scattering, it is more consistent with fluctuations
into a field induced mixed-spin state.
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splitting so long as there are no spin mixing or spin flip
processes [8]. Assuming that the gap is �0 on either side

�0:1 nm=s in a vacuum of �0:5 	Torr. The Al (Be) films
had a transition temperature Tc � 2:7 K (Tc � 0:5 K) and
With recent discoveries of itinerant ferromagnetic
superconductors, represented by UGe2 [1] and ZrZn2 [2],
and Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov (FFLO) super-
conductivity in CeCoIn5 [3,4], research on systems ex-
hibiting a nontrivial interplay between magnetism and
superconductivity has moved to the forefront of con-
densed matter physics. In this Letter we probe the spin
states of superconducting Al and Be films in high parallel
magnetic fields via spin polarized electron tunneling
measurements [5]. The films are sufficiently thin so as
to restrict the transverse motion of electrons, thus allow-
ing us to access the high field regime while maintaining
time reversal symmetry [6] up to the Clogston-
Chandrasekhar critical field Hcjj �

���

2
p

�o=�g	B�, where
g is the Landé g factor, 	B is the Bohr magneton, and �o
is the superconducting gap [7]. Though the films are too
disordered to support a FFLO phase [8], they are a model
system for studying the spin states of BCS superconduc-
tivity in the presence of a non-negligible Zeeman field
that ultimately drives the first-order spin-paramagnetic
transition associated with Hcjj [8,9] and the long conjec-
tured FFLO regime just above Hcjj [8]. Tunneling mea-
surements in fields Hjj * 1

2Hcjj reveal a subgap peak in
the density of states (DOS) spectrum, shifted down from
the primary BCS peak by the Zeeman energy. The mag-
nitude of the satellite peak varies as the square root of the
reduced field. Though this peak has previously been at-
tributed to spin-orbit (SO) scattering in Al [10], it is also
manifest in the much lighter element Be, suggesting that
it is a property of the high field condensate.

In the mid 1970s Tedrow, Meservey, and co-workers
conducted a series of tunneling experiments on para-
magnetically limited Al films. They showed that the
tunneling spectrum of a superconductor-insulator-super-
conductor (SIS) junction, in which both the film and the
counterelectrode are thin, does not exhibit a Zeeman
0031-9007=04=92(6)=067003(4)$22.50 
of the junction, then the tunneling spectrum has a single
BCS peak at the usual jeVj � 2�0, independent of the
Zeeman energy eVz � g	BHjj, where e is the electron
charge. If, however, there is spin flip during the tunneling,
then satellite peaks will appear at energies jeVj � 2�0 �
eVz [8,10]. Similarly, if there is a mechanism by which
the spin eigenstates are partially mixed, then there will be
a minority-spin satellite peak in the spectrum at jeVj �
2�0 � eVz [10]. No spin flip effects have ever been re-
ported for tunneling through standard nonmagnetic ox-
ides such as Al2O3. However, spin mixing has been
observed, the origin of which is the primary focus of
this Letter.

Spin-orbit scattering is known to cause spin mixing,
and in thin films the SO scattering rate, 1=�SO, increases
with increasing atomic mass Z as �s=�SO � Z4, where �s
is the surface scattering time [11], suggesting that light
elemental films are the best candidates for purely spin
singlet superconductivity. Ironically, the first direct elec-
tron tunneling evidence of spin mixing was obtained in
thin Al films using the SIS configuration described above
[10]. A small subgap peak in the tunneling DOS was seen
in 5 nm thick crossed Al films at the voltage jeVj �
�Film1 	�Film2 � eVz, consistent with a finite SO scatter-
ing rate. However, earlier measurements of the Knight
shift in Al films showed that the shift extrapolated to zero
at T � 0 in accord with BSC theory, suggesting that
1=�SO � 0 in Al [12]. More recent studies of the spin-
paramagnetic transition in Al and Be films have revealed
both tricritical point behavior [13,14] and quasicoherent
fluctuation modes [15] that are inconsistent with a finite
SO scattering rate [8,15].

The Al (Be) films used in these experiments were
made by e-beam deposition of 3–5 nm of 99:999% Al
(99:5% Be) onto fire polished glass microscope slides
cooled to 84 K. Typical deposition rates were
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a parallel critical field Hcjj 
 6:0 T (Hcjj 
 1:0 T). Tunnel
junctions were formed by exposing the films to atmo-
sphere for 0:2–1 h in order to form a native oxide. Then,
an Al (Be) counterelectrode of the same thickness as the
film was deposited directly on top of the film at 84 K. The
integrity of the junctions was tested by measuring the dc
I-V characteristics in zero magnetic field at T � 50 mK.
All of the tunneling data presented below are SIS. The
films were aligned to within 0:1� of parallel by an in situ
mechanical rotator.

In Fig. 1 we plot the zero field tunneling conductance as
a function of bias voltage for a 2.7-nm Al film and a 4-nm
Be film, each with a normal state sheet resistance R�
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FIG. 1. SIS tunneling in zero field at T � 50 mK for an Al
film (a) and a Be film (b). The films and their respective
counterelectrodes were identical. The tunnel junction conduc-
tances are plotted as a function of the bias voltage normalized
by the sum of the zero field gaps 2�0 � �Film 	�CE.
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1 k!. In order to compare the Al and Be spectra, we have
normalized the bias voltage by each film’s respective gap.
Within the resolution of the measurements, it is reason-
able to assume that the superconducting gap of a film is
the same as that of its counterelectrode �Film � �CE �
�0, where �0 is the zero temperature, zero field gap. At
low temperatures, the tunneling conductance is directly
proportional to the quasiparticle density of states [16].
Note the very sharp BCS DOS peaks at 2�0 in Fig. 1. In
Fig. 2 we show the spectra at several subcritical values of
Hjj. The Al spectra are shown in a semilog plot in order to
better display the subgap features, and the Be curves have
been shifted for clarity. Note that the position of the
primary peak is relatively insensitive to field even at
fields very near Hcjj and that, as expected, it displays no
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FIG. 2. Tunneling spectra of the films in Fig. 1 at several
values of parallel magnetic field, where Hcjj � 5:9 T for the Al
film and 0.9 T for the Be film. The arrows show the locations of
the subgap peaks. The Be curves have been shifted for clarity.
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Zeeman splitting. In contrast, there is a subgap feature
whose magnitude and position are a function of field. The
Al data in Fig. 2 displays the spin-mixing feature first
reported in Al by Meservey and Tedrow, though the peaks
are somewhat sharper than those in Ref. [10] due to the
fact that the data were taken at 50 mK as opposed to
400 mK. Assuming that the surface scattering rates of the
Al and Be films are comparable, then 1=�SO of the Be film
should be 2 orders of magnitude smaller than that of Al.
Consequently, it seems unlikely that the subgap peaks in
the Be data are due to SO scattering, which calls into
question its role in the Al data. (The zero bias peaks in the
Be spectra are a finite temperature effect; see Fig. 4
caption below.) Broken inversion symmetry can also pro-
duce a mixing of the spin singlet and triplet pairings in
the presence of SO scattering [17]. However, this mecha-
nism appears to require an intrinsic SO scattering rate
that is inconsistent with the tricritical point behavior of
the films.

The positions of the primary and subgap peaks, such
as those in Fig. 2, are plotted in Fig. 3. For data close to
the critical field, we were careful to ensure that both
the film and the counterelectrode were superconducting
by monitoring the in-plane resistivity of each. We have
normalized the voltage and field axes by the gap values
in order to collapse the data sets. The weak quadratic
field dependence of primary peak position, shown as
solid symbols, is due to pair breaking [16]. The open
symbols represent the position of the subgap features.
Both the Al and Be data fall on the dashed line which
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FIG. 3. Voltage positions of the primary and subgap peaks
from spectra such as that in Fig. 2. The voltages and fields have
been normalized by 2�0 in order to collapse the data sets. The
dashed line represents 2�0 � eVz, where eVz is the Zeeman
energy.
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represents the zero field gap minus the Zeeman energy
assuming g � 2. Indeed, there is sufficient resolution in
the peak positions to rule out the possibility of a weak
SIN component of the spectrum which would produce
peaks at jeVj � �0 � eVz=2.

To gain a better understanding of the origin of the
subgap peak, we studied its dependence on temperature
and field orientation. By rotating slightly out of parallel
orientation in a subcritical field, we could test the effect
of breaking time reversal symmetry. If the subgap peaks
arise from a quasicoherent fluctuation mode, then they
will likely require this symmetry [15]. This is, indeed,
the case as can be seen in the top panel of Fig. 4, where a
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FIG. 4. (a) Effect of rotation out of parallel orientation on the
tunneling spectra of a 4 nm Be film. Note the sensitivity of the
subgap peak to �, where � � 0� corresponds to parallel ori-
entation. The � � 2� curve has been shifted for clarity.
(b) Tunneling spectra of the Be film at two different tempera-
tures. The central peak in the 200 mK curve is the usual SIS
finite temperature peak at j�Film ��CEj � 0.
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FIG. 5. Scaling behavior of the magnitude of the subgap peak
near Hcjj. The low temperature normal state sheet resistance
of the 4-nm Be film and the 2.7-nm Al film were �1 k!.
The resistance of the 5-nm Be film was �0:3 k!. The paral-
lel critical field values were Hcjj � 5:900, 1.144, and 0.897 T
for the Al film, the 5-nm Be film, and the 4-nm Be film,
respectively.
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misalignment of only 2� completely washes out the fea-
ture, though the position of the primary peaks remains
unchanged. In the bottom panel of Fig. 4 we compare a Be
spectrum at 50 and 200 mK. The central peak in the
200 mK curve is the well known SIS finite temperature
peak which occurs at j�Film � �CEj � 0 [16]. Note that
the Zeeman subgap peak is somewhat attenuated at
higher temperature and is, therefore, not activated.

It is particularly evident that the magnitude of the
subgap peaks in the spectra of Fig. 2 grows as one ap-
proaches the spin-paramagnetic transition. We have sub-
tracted the field dependent background from the peaks to
get a relative measure of the peak magnitudes. Figure 5
shows the subgap peak magnitude as a function of the
square root of the reduced field �1�Hjj=Hcjj

�1=2.
Though this scaling form was chosen empirically, the
linearity of the data strongly suggests critical behavior
associated with a fluctuation mode which is being stabi-
lized by the parallel field.

In conclusion, we believe that the spin-mixing feature
is an intrinsic property of spin-paramagnetically limited
BCS superconductivity and that the ground state of the
067003-4
system is significantly altered near the critical field. It
seems likely that the observed mixing has implications
for FFLO physics to the extent that the films are believed
to have a stable FFLO phase just above Hcjj in the zero
scattering limit. Clearly, in the absence of disorder the
system must find a way to evolve from spin singlet zero
momentum pairing to the finite momentum depaired state
of FFLO [18]. The nature of this process, particularly in
the presence of disorder, remains an open question.
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